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A B S T R A C T   

Thermal wounds are complex and lethal with irregular shapes, risk of infection, slow healing, and large surface 
area. The mortality rate in patients with infected burns is twice that of non-infected burns. Developing multi-
functional skin substitutes to augment the healing rate of infected burns is vital. Herein, we 3D printed a 
hydrogel scaffold comprising carboxymethyl chitosan (CMCs) and oxidized alginate grafted catechol (O-AlgCat) 
on a hydrophobic electrospun layer, forming a bilayer skin substitute (BSS). The functional layer (FL) was 
fabricated by physiochemical crosslinking to ensure favorable biodegradability. The gallium-containing hydro-
phobic electrospun layer or backing layer (BL) could mimic the epidermis of skin, avoiding fluid penetration and 
offering antibacterial activity. 3D printed FL contains catechol, gallium, and biologically active platelet rich 
fibrin (PRF) to adhere to both tissue and BL, show antibacterial activity, encourage angiogenesis, cell growth, 
and migration. The fabricated bioactive BSS exhibited noticeable adhesive properties (P ≤ 0.05), significant 
antibacterial activity (P ≤ 0.05), faster clot formation, and the potential to promote proliferation (P ≤ 0.05) and 
migration (P ≤ 0.05) of L929 cells. Furthermore, the angiogenesis was significantly higher (P ≤ 0.05) when 
evaluated in vivo and in ovo. The BSS-covered wounds healed faster due to low inflammation and high collagen 
density. Based on the obtained results, the fabricated bioactive BSS could be an effective treatment for infected 
burn wounds.   

1. Introduction 

Thermal burns are the fourth most common type of injury world-
wide, after physical assault, falls, and traffic accidents. According to 
reports, around 11 million patients need burn-related medical care every 
year. Approximately 10% of those burn injury patients suffer from burns 
covering 30% or more of their entire body surface. Burns are also 

reported to cause 180,000 fatalities each year worldwide [1,2]. Burn 
victims with infections have a fatality rate that is twice as those without 
infections because dysregulated immune system increases the risk for 
infection in patients. According to reports, 42%–65% of burn victims die 
from infections, making infections the leading cause of death after burn 
injuries [3]. Beyond this, pro- and anti-inflammatory signals interact in a 
more intricate way, leading to dysregulation of the innate and adaptive 
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immune responses where the loss of the natural cutaneous barrier is the 
most obvious impact. 

The infected burned injuries are challenging to treat for multiple 
reasons such as shape variety, lack of growth factors (GFs), progressive 
infection, larger surface area, and rigorous long-term therapy. Further-
more, traditional wound treatment strategies are reported to play a 
passive and mostly protective role in the process of wound healing, 
making them ineffective for burns. Advanced technology led to intro-
duce various biologically active substances in new and already existing 
biomaterials. Bioactive wound dressings and skin substitutes (SS) 
outperform the trivial dressings to heal skin [4,5]. Wound dressings and 
SS have been extensively employed for burn wound treatment. SS are 
more desirable as they don’t need to be changed frequently, saving time 
and money. On the other hand, changing the wound dressings could 
damage newly formed tissue and increase the risk of microbial infil-
tration and infection. Auto-grafts are the best choice for SS in burned 
areas, however their availability is limited due to large surface area of 
burn wounds. Additionally, secondary injury would increase the likeli-
hood of pain and infection. Most importantly, auto-grafts lack antibac-
terial activity, rendering them ineffective to treat infected wounds [6]. 

Several natural and synthetic materials are used as SS for burned 
wound treatment. Among all kind of SS, hydrogels; three-dimensional 
hydrophilic networks, remain a gold regime as they keep the wound 
area moist, cool the wound surface, fill wound defect, absorb the wound 
exudate, and can be loaded with different bioactive agents such as GFs 
and antibacterial agents that release gradually [7]. Nevertheless, high 
water content can inhibit direct surface contact between hydrogels and 
tissue by forming a thin boundary layer, reducing surface energy that 
weakens their adhesion [8]. Hydrogen bonding between the water 
molecules and the adhesive groups in the hydrogels further reduces the 
interfacial interactions between the hydrogels and moist tissue surface. 
To overcome this issue, mussel-inspired materials have piqued our in-
terest, which are reliable for achieving interfacial adhesion in erratic 
and dynamic conditions in nature. Mytilus edulis, a marine mussel, se-
cretes a protein that promotes strong adhesion and energy dissipation to 
lessen the impact of waves. Adhesion to nearly any kind of organic or 
inorganic substance is facilitated by the adhesive proteins found in the 
mussel’s sticky pads named 3,4-dihydroxy-L-phenylalanine (L-DOPA) 
[9]. L-DOPA is a catechol amino acid, found in the byssal threads that 
connect the adhesive pads to the mussel’s body, which may penetrate 
water boundary layers and then interact with tissue to form sticky in-
teractions [10–12]. Catechol grafted polymers have been used as tissue 
sealants, hemostatic agents, dermal tissue repair, fetal membrane repair, 
myocardial tissue repair, and hepatic tissue repair materials [13]. Han 
and Chen et al. [14,15] have synthesized an ultra-tough and self-healing 
catechol containing hydrogel with superior cell affinity and tissue 
adhesiveness and reported its great ability to promote skin tissue repair. 

Nevertheless, hydrogels have indicated insufficient mechanical 
properties, lack of functionality, shape inadaptability, and undesirable 
degradation rate. It has been reported that taking advantage of both 
chemical and physical crosslinking could improve the mechanical 
properties and degradation rate of hydrogels [2]. The hydrogel could be 
further functionalized via adding different GFs and functional mole-
cules, which can be shape customized through 3D printing. 

Thus, an ideal SS with strong antibacterial activity, shape adapt-
ability to the wound, favorable mechanical properties, wound healing 
promotion ability and adhesive nature, carrying a wide range of bio-
logically active GFs with gradual release over time, would be patient- 
satisfying. In this work, we proposed a bioactive bilayer SS (BSS), 
where the backing layer (BL) is biodegradable, antibacterial, and hy-
drophobic electrospinning membrane to avoid fluid and bacterial 
intrusion, the inner layer or functional layer (FL) comprising 3D printed 
bioactive hydrogel could stick to both BL and tissue, and is capable of 
releasing antibacterial agent and GFs gradually. The BL in the SS aims to 
avoid the use of secondary dressing. Most often, cotton gauze is used for 
this purpose, but since it is passive and sticky, removing it may hurt 

newly formed tissue [16]. 
Alginate (Alg) is widely employed for biomedical material produc-

tion and other skin treatments. However, its slow degradation rate and 
release as high molecular weight compounds could be challenging for 
the renal clearance [17]. Introduction of multiple functional aldehyde 
groups on backbone of oxidized Alg (O-Alg) can decrease its molecular 
weight and improve biodegradability [18]. Partially oxidized Alg can 
either be crosslinked with ions to form coordination bond or can be 
grafted chemically to other molecules via Schiff-base reaction through 
its aldehyde group and provide Alg derivatives with different functional 
groups. Schiff-base reaction is known as green and effective crosslinking 
method, which can be formed between aldehyde group of O-Alg and 
amine group containing molecules [19]. Carboxymethyl chitosan 
(CMCs), a biocompatible and biodegradable polymer, contains large 
number of amino groups that may interfere with the synthesis of mac-
romolecules on the bacterial surface and change the permeability of the 
cell wall [20]. Xie et al. [21] have used CMCs, sodium alginate, and 
oxidized dextran to form a hydrogel wound dressing through Schiff-base 
reaction for fast hemostasis and treatment of infected wounds. 
Furthermore, Ma et al. [22] effectively employed O-Alg and CMCs to 
deliver keratin nanoparticles and nanosized-EGCG covered with silver 
and their functionalized injectable hydrogel accelerated the wound 
healing after release of integrated molecules. 

Currently, platelet concentrates (like platelet rich plasma (PRP), 
platelet rich fibrin (PRF) and concentrated growth factor (CGF)) are 
considered as a reservoir of strong bioactive GFs. The first generation of 
these products, PRP and plasma rich in growth factors (PRGF), have 
been used in several clinical fields. However, there is a considerable 
debate regarding the biosafety of adding anticoagulants, thrombin, or 
calcium chloride to induce fibrin polymerization [23]. To overcome 
these drawbacks, PRF, a second-generation platelet concentrate that is 
self-clotted and set by one-step centrifugation, was presented, which 
provides more effective healing and longer GFs release [24]. Many 
studies have proven the beneficial effects of biologically active agent of 
PRF in tissues regeneration due to presence of wide range of GFs such as 
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), fibroblast growth factor 
(FGF), transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β), hepatocyte growth 
factor (HGF), keratinocyte growth factor (KGF), platelet-derived growth 
factor (PDGF) and insulin-like growth factor (IGF) [25,26]. Platelet 
concentrates have been applied clinically in dermatology, pain man-
agement, sports medicine, plastic surgery, cardiology, urology, and 
dentistry [27]. However, their role in healing of infected burn wound 
was not investigated. 

In this work, a physicochemically cross-linked multifunctional 
bioactive bilayer SS was developed for infected burn wound treatment 
(see Scheme 1). Schiff-base cross-linking was done between catechol- 
modified O-Alg and CMCs, as well as coordination cross-linking be-
tween O-Alg and gallium. PRF was also incorporated into hydrogel 
scaffold. Gallium was used in both FL and BL as a nonconventional 
antibacterial agent, with high and wide antibacterial activity. Gallium 
acts as a non-competitive inhibitor in bacterial cell by mimicking iron. 
Gallium-substituted enzymes cannot perform the regular functions of 
the iron-dependent enzymes, causing bacterial death. More importantly, 
in aforementioned condition, it is challenging for bacteria to develop 
resistance to gallium by decreasing uptake because doing so would also 
decrease iron uptake [28]. However, similar to other metal ions, high 
concentration of gallium can be toxic for human cells [29]. 3D printing 
was employed as a shape customizable technique forming a uniform 
hydrogel. More interestingly, 3D printed structure provides more sur-
face area for GFs release and higher gallium ions can form coordination 
bond with Cat in 3D printed layers, which enables 3D printed hydrogels 
outperform conventional porous hydrogels. It was assumed that BL 
could prevent both fluid and bacterial invasion in injured area. Bioactive 
FL can simultaneously release antibacterial agent and GFs to kill the 
bacteria while promoting angiogenesis, fibroblast migration, and 
inflammation reduction. Following the dissolution of O-Alg in acidic pH 
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of infected wound area, the release profile of both GFs and antibacterial 
agent is expected to improve. The fabricated hydrogel is envisioned to 
take benefit of catechol group and provide stickiness that can tightly 
attach to both BL and tissue. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials, bacterial strains, and cells lines 

All chemicals and reagents used as received without further purifi-
cation. Sodium periodate (NaIO4), dopamine hydrochloride (DHCl), 1- 
ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl aminopropyl) carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), 
N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS), sodium alginate (MW = 216.121), car-
boxymethyl chitosan (CMCs, degree of carboxylation≥80%) were pur-
chased form Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). 
Polycaprolactone (PCL, MW = 80,000) was acquired from Shanghai 
Macklin Biochemical Co., Ltd. Gallium nitrate was obtained from 
Aladdin. Urgotul silver sulfadiazine (SSD) dressing was obtained from 
(laboratories Urgo, France). Mouse fibroblast cells (L929 cell line) were 
obtained from Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology of the Chinese 
Academy of Sciences (Shanghai, China). Escherichia coli (E. coli) and 
Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) were acquired from American Type 
Culture Collection, Manassas, VA, USA. In whole study, double deion-
ized water (DDW) was used. 

2.2. Minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC) of gallium and backing 
layer (BL) fabrication 

PCL was dissolved in mixture of acetic acid and formic acid (7:3) and 
combined with various gallium nitrate concentrations (300 μg/mL, 400 
μg/mL, 500 μg/mL, 600 μg/mL, 700 μg/mL, 800 μg/mL, and 900 μg/ 
mL). These solutions were electrospun on aluminum foil separately, 
with 1 mL/h feed rate under a voltage of 15 kV. PCL without gallium was 
also electrospun and used as control. The fabricated membranes were 
cut into circular shape with 1 cm diameter and sterilized via autoclave. 
MIC of PCL/Ga was evaluated via previously reported method [30]. 
Briefly, one single colony of both E. coli and S. aureus was picked up 
separately with a sterile loop, placed in liquid Luria-Bertani (LB) broth 
and put for 16 h in a shaking incubator at 37 ◦C. 0.2 mL bacterial sus-
pension containing approximately 105 CFU/mL was directly contacted 
with sterile piece of material and incubated at 37 ◦C. The bacteria were 

spread on solid agar plates after 24 h with serial dilution and placed in 
incubator for another 16 h. The MIC was defined as the concentration at 
which no bacterial colonies visually appeared on an agar plate. The same 
procedure was used to find out the MIC of gallium in FL. Technically and 
biologically, each sample was triplicated. BL was fabricated via 
as-mentioned electrospun condition with 600 μg/mL of gallium nitrate. 

2.3. PRF extraction 

PRF was extracted as a method reported by Mirhaj et al. [25]. Briefly, 
5 mL of blood collected form rat’s retro-orbital was centrifuged at 2700 
rpm for 12 min without adding any anticoagulant. Three sedimented 
layers were distinct after centrifugation; acellular plasma in upper layer, 
fibrin gel or PRF in middle layer, and red blood cells (RBCs) in bottom 
layer. Fibrin gel was obtained after discharging upper layer and 
removing bottom layer, which was freeze-dried, grinded, and stored in 
4 ◦C for future use. In whole in vitro and in ovo studies, the 
above-mentioned PRF was used. Considering immune response risk for 
in vivo experiments, PRF with autologous source was extracted and used. 

2.4. Alginate oxidation, catechol-grafting, ink preparation, rheological 
evaluations and 3D printing 

Sodium alginate was oxidized following the previously reported 
methods [18,31]. Briefly, 2.5 g sodium periodate was dissolved in 50 mL 
DDW with light protection and mixed with 10 g of sodium alginate 
dispersed in 50 mL ethanol. After 3 h, the reaction was stopped by 
adding 10 mL of ethylene glycol at room temperature. Subsequently, the 
oxidized alginate (O-Alg) was dialyzed against DDW for 3 days before 
being freeze dried. Catechol grafting to oxidized alginate (O-AlgCat) was 
performed as reported previously by Lee et al. [32]. In brief, O-Alg (1% 
w/v) was dissolved in DDW followed by addition of EDC/NHS with 
equal molar ratio as O-Alg, the pH of mixture was set to 4.5 ± 0.5, and 
DHCl was added. The reaction was placed at room temperature for 12 h, 
dialyzed against DDW with pH 4 ± 0.2 for a day, and then freeze-dried. 
To confirm successful attachment of Cat to O-Alg, UV–Vis spectra of 
O-Alg, DHCl solution, and O-AlgCat were measured in the range of 
200–500 nm using UV–Vis spectrophotometer (OPTIZEN 3220UV, 
Mecasys Co., Ltd.). 

O-AlgCat and CMCs were run through 0.45 μm and 0.22 μm filters, 
separately before being mixed in 1:1 ratio, then PRF powder with 

Scheme 1. Diagrammatic illustration of the multifunctional BSS’s preparation approach, structure and its effect on infected burn wounds treatment.  
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different concentrations (1, 1.5, and 2% w/v) was added and the 
mixture was magnetically stirred for 12 h at room temperature. For ink 
preparation, 1.5 w/v of PRF was used as more than this amount was 
insoluble in hydrogel. The rheological properties of prepared ink with 
and without PRF were measured via rotational rheometer (MCR 92, 
Anton Paar, USA) with a constant frequency of 1 Hz. 

The bilayer scaffold was fabricated via printing (3D extrusion- 
bioprinter Bioscaffolder (Gesim, Germany) of O-AlgCatCMCsPRF on 
the PCL/Ga (BL) membrane at a pressure of 150 kPa and 15 mm s− 1 front 
speed. Viscosity of ink was stabilized via heating the ink at 40 ◦C for 30 
min before printing to achieve homogenous temperature distribution. 
The void size of the printed scaffold was set to 0.8 mm, which was the 
minimum void size in which stable 3D structure was achieved. The ink 
was then printed on BL and crosslinked with spraying gallium solution 
(900 μg/mL) on the FL. In the whole study, PCL/Ga was designated as 
BL, O-AlgCatCMCsPRF crosslinked with gallium as FL, and both FL and 
BL as BSS. 

2.5. Oxidation degree and catechol-grafting efficiency 

Degree of Alg oxidation was calculated using the iodometric titration 
and hydroxylamine hydrochloride method previously reported by Yuan 
et al. [33]. Concisely, 45% (w/v) hydroxylamine hydrochloride was 
dissolved in DDW containing 40 mL anhydrous ethanol, 100 mL of 4.2% 
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) was dissolved in ethanol, and 5 mL 0.45% 
bromophenol blue solution in DDW. The mixed solution was then left 
overnight to collect the supernatant for following quantitative analysis. 
O-Alg (0.1 g) was placed in a flask, then 5 mL of the above-mentioned 
hydroxylamine hydrochloride solution and 5 mL of anhydrous ethanol 
were added, and the mixture was heated to reflux for 2 h and then cooled 
to room temperature. The hydrochloric acid was calibrated using 
yellow-green 0.1 mol/L NaOH titrate solution. A similar procedure was 
used to carry out blank experiment without O-Alg. The degree of 
oxidation of the O-Alg was calculated according following equation: 

Degree of oxidation %=
216.121 × N × (V2 − V1)

2 W
× 100 (1)  

where V1 and V2 are the volume of hydrochloric acid added to the 
experimental group and blank group (L). N corresponds the concentra-
tion of hydrochloric acid used for the titration (mol/L). W refers to the 
weight of the O-Alg (g), while 216.12 is the molecular weight of a unit of 
alginate (g/mol). 

The conjugation efficiency of catechol to O-Alg backbone was 
determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm using UV–vis 
spectrophotometer because the aromatic ring structure of conjugated 
catechol group exhibits absorption peak at this wavelength. DHCl so-
lution was used to form a standard curve for catechol concentrations. O- 
AlgCat solution (1 mg/mL) was used as a sample [32]. 

2.6. BSS characterization 

The freeze-dried samples were coated with a thin layer of gold before 
being examined with field emission scanning electron microscope (FE- 
SEM, Quanta FEG 250). The elemental composition of the surface was 
ascertained using a Shimadzu, Japan-made energy dispersive spec-
trometer (EDS) mapping equipment coupled to the SEM. Using Fourier 
transform infrared (FTIR) (FTIR-8400, Shimadzu Co. Japan) spectros-
copy, the samples’ molecular fingerprint was recorded with a resolution 
of 4 cm− 1 in a wavenumber range of 4000–500 cm− 1. The hydrophilicity 
of the BL, PCL nanofibers, O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, and FL was investigated 
via contact angle measurement. Camera and software (Wettability Pro 
Classic, version 2.0.0 from Czech Republic) attached to device were used 
to capture pictures and calculate the contact angle value. Each sample 
had 6 replications. D2O was used as a deuterated reagent to evaluate the 
1H nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) of Alg and O-Alg at room 

temperature. The X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was studied 
using XPS spectrometer (Thermo Kalpha). 

2.7. Tissue adhesive test and in vitro biodegradability 

The adhesive strength of bioactive BSS was monitored against 
different substances (glass, plastic, human skin), and afterward 
employing porcine skin as the substrate. Adhesive and deformation 
strength of fabricated bioactive BSS was observed following a porcine 
skin bend and quantified by the slightly modified lap-shear test [7]. 
Fresh porcine skin was cut in rectangles (10 mm × 40 mm) and then 
immersed into phosphate-buffer saline (PBS) before use. O-AlgCMCs, 
O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, and FL hydrogel samples (10 mm × 10 mm) were 
applied onto the porcine skin after excess surface PBS solution was 
removed. Afterward, BL (10 mm × 40 mm) was placed on the hydrogel, 
the bonding area was 10 mm × 10 mm. Approximately 40 min later, the 
tests were carried out at a rate of 5 mm/min through a universal testing 
machine. All of these tests were conducted thrice. Likewise, the 
lap-shear test was employed with FL sandwiched between either BL or 
pork skin to measure the adhesive strength of FL toward BL as well as 
pork skin. Using a universal material testing device (H5K–S, Houns field 
Test Equipment Ltd., England) at 25 ◦C and 40% humidity, the me-
chanical properties of BL, FL, and BSS were examined. The cross-head 
speed and load capacity were maintained at 50 mm/min and 100 N 
till rupture. Each test material was triplicated for the experiment. 

In vitro degradation test was performed following a previously re-
ported protocol by Yuan [34]. In order to simulate the physiological 
conditions for in vitro biodegradability test, O-AlgCatCMCsPRF, FL, and 
BSS were weighed, placed in a vial, and immersed in PBS (pH 7.4 ± 0.2) 
containing 1 U/mL of collagenase I and hyaluronidase. Vials were kept 
in water bath at 37 ◦C and samples were taken out of the water bath at 
predetermined time intervals, and weighed. The following equation was 
used to calculate the degradation ratio (DR%) at each time interval: 

DR%=
W0 − Wt

W0
× 100 (2)  

where W0 and Wt were the initial weight and final weight of each 
sample, respectively. 

2.8. Antibacterial activity and antibacterial mechanism 

Direct contact method (ISO20743-2007) was used to evaluate the 
antibacterial activity of fabricated material against both E. coli and 
S. aureus as model of gram-negative and gram-positive bacteria 
respectively [35]. A single colony of both E. coli and S. aureus was picked 
up and cultivated in LB broth for 16 h at 37 ◦C, separately. Subsequently, 
0.2 mL of each bacterial strains containing 106 CFU/mL was directly 
contacted with a piece of PCL electrospun nanofibers, BL, O-Alg-
CatCMCsPRF, and FL (with diameter of 1 cm) and incubated at 37 ◦C for 
24 h. The viable bacteria were washed out, diluted, and spread on agar 
plate following by incubation at 37 ◦C for 24 h. The number of viable 
bacteria were counted and reported as CFU/mL and picture of plates 
were captured via colony counter. Disc diffusion was carried out in 
accordance with the literature [36]. E. coli and S. aureus inoculum 
comprising 1 × 106 to 3 × 106 CFU/mL was dispersed on the agar plate 
separately. To determine the inhibition zone, a circular disc of sterile 
material was placed on the agar media and incubated for 16 h at 37 ◦C, 
followed by inhibition zone measurement. The antibacterial mechanism 
of both layers with and without gallium was investigated after exam-
ining bacteria via SEM. To summarize, 0.1 mL of bacterial culture was 
directly contacted with a piece of PCL electrospun nanofibers, BL, 
O-AlgCatCMCsPRF, and FL and incubated for 24 h at 37 ◦C. The bacteria 
were fixed on the surface of experimental materials after 24 h with 1 mL 
of 2.5% glutaraldehyde and incubated at room temperature for 4 h with 
light protection. Materials were rinsed with normal saline 3 times and 
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alcohol gradients (25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, and 100%) were used to 
dehydrate dressing materials, each for 15 min. Prior to freeze drying 
tertiary butanol was replaced with ethanol and FE-SEM was employed to 
observe the bacteria on the surface of samples. 

2.9. Release of ion and PRF 

Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS, Agilent 
7500ce, Tokyo, Japan) was used to evaluate the release profile of gal-
lium from FL at pH 5.5, 7.4, and 8.4 and BL at pH 7.4. PBS was prepared 
with different pH levels and samples with same size were immersed into 
PBS solution and incubated for 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 days with 40 
rpm agitation at 37 ◦C. The PBS was collected at each step and replaced 
with fresh PBS. Platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) and vascular 
endothelial growth factor (VEGF) released from synthesized material 
containing PRF were also measured using enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assays (ELISA) kits (Zellbio, Germany), freeze dried, and fresh PRF 
were used as control. Briefly, 40 mg of each sample were soaked in 1 mL 
of Roswell Park Memorial Institute (RPMI) culture medium without 
serum (Gibco) followed by incubation for 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 days at 37 ◦C, 
5% CO2, and 90% humidity. The culture medium was removed at each 
step and tested using ELISA kits and quantified by an ELISA reader 
(Biotek-elx 808, USA). 

2.10. Blood clothing rate, hemolysis ratio, platelet and red blood cells 
(RBCs) observation 

Whole blood clotting rate was calculated using whole rabbit blood. 
To sum up, 0.5 mL of CaCl2 was used to recalcify the whole rabbit blood 
which was then directly contacted with O-AlgCatCMCs, FL, and BSS for 
5, 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 min. Subsequently, 1 mL DDW was added 
into each sample and incubated for another 10 min at 37 ◦C, then the 
supernatant was gently removed and absorbance was measured at 550 
nm using a microplate reader. Each test was biologically and technically 
triplicated. Platelet adhesion efficiency of samples was observed via 
SEM. Prior to experiment, samples were dipped in PBS for an hour at 
37 ◦C. PRP (platelet rich plasma) was obtained by centrifuging whole 
rabbit blood at 100×g for 15 min, after which 1 mL of the obtained PRP 
was directly contacted with samples and incubated for 1 h at 37 ◦C 
before being fixed and observed as described in section 2.8. Hemolysis 
ratio was calculated as described previously [37]. In short, whole rabbit 
blood was centrifuged for 10 min at 116×g at 25 ◦C in order to obtain 
erythrocytes, then the samples were placed in 24-well plates and incu-
bated for an hour with 1 mL PBS. Subsequently, PBS was removed, DDW 
was added into well as control positive, and normal saline solution was 
added into wells containing as-prepared samples and control negative. 
Obtained erythrocytes were washed thrice with PBS and directly con-
tacted with experimental materials as well as negative and positive 
control. The 24-well plate was incubated in 37 ◦C, after 2 h the super-
natant was gently transferred into tube and centrifuged at 115×g for 15 
min. The absorbance of the obtained supernatants was measured by 
microplate reader at 550 nm and hemolysis ratio was calculated ac-
cording to following equation: 

Hemolysis rate%=
(ODd − ODn)
(ODp − ODn)

x100 (3)  

where ODd indicated the absorbance value of the as-prepared material, 
while ODp and ODn were the absorbance value obtained from positive 
and negative control, respectively. 

Samples were soaked in PBS at 37 ◦C for 1 h to observe erythrocyte 
shape and accumulation. Then, 1 mL whole rabbit blood was added to 
each well, followed by incubation at 37 ◦C for 1 h. Cells fixation and 
observation were carried out as previously stated in section 2.8. 

2.11. In ovo angiogenesis 

To assess the angiogenic capacity of wound dressings, the chick 
chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) experiment was carried out. Fertilized 
eggs were initially incubated at 37 ◦C and 55% humidity for five days 
(Rcom MARU DELUXE MAX, South Korea). Every 12 h during incuba-
tion, the eggs were turned. After five days, the eggshell was punctured 
(1 cm2), and the CAM was covered with a wound dressing (0.5 cm2). The 
parafilm-covered window was then placed on each egg, which was 
subsequently incubated once more until day 10. For the experiment, 
each sample was tripled and the undressed eggs served as the controls. 
The eggs were removed from the incubator on day 10 of incubation, and 
each egg’s shell was gently cracked. CAMs were fixed with 4% formal-
dehyde, stained with Masson’s trichrome, and the slides were photo-
graphed under an optical microscope (BX51, Olympus, Japan). 

2.12. In-vitro cytocompatibility and cell migration 

Cytotoxicity and cell viability of the L929 mouse fibroblast cells was 
assessed in direct contact with O-AlgCMCs, O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, and BSS 
using CCK-8 (Cell Counting Kit-8) and fluorescence Calcein AM assay 
reagents. DMEM (Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium) culture medium 
containing 10% FBS (fetal bovine serum) and 1% antibiotic (a mixture of 
penicillin/streptomycin) was used to soak the samples in a 24 well plate. 
Fibroblasts of concentration 1 × 104 were placed on the synthesized 
materials and incubated at 37 ◦C and 5% CO2, whereas the culture 
medium was changed on daily basis. Medium was removed at day 1, 3, 
and 5, and PBS was used to wash the materials three times and CCK-8 
(10%) was added to the surface of samples followed by incubation at 
37 ◦C. The supernatant was collected in 96 well plate after an hour and 
absorbance was measured by a microplate reader at 450 nm. Fibroblasts 
on the surface of material at day 1, 3, and 5 were observed using fluo-
rescence Calcein AM assay reagent. Briefly, culture medium was 
removed, cells on the surface of samples were washed with PBS three 
times and fluorescence Calcein AM assay reagent was added on the 
surface of samples followed by 0.5 h incubation at 25 ◦C. A fluorescence 
microscope (Olympus BX53, Japan) was employed to observe the viable 
cells. 

Scratch tests was performed to observe mobility and migration of 
L929 cells in the presence of O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, and BSS. Fibroblast cells 
(8 × 105) were seeded in plates and cultured using aforementioned 
complete growth medium containing 10% FBS, after 16–24 h monolayer 
cells were formed. Monolayer cells were scratched with a 10 μL pipette 
tip and cell debris were removed. Subsequently, the sterilized O-Alg-
CatCMCs-Ga and BSS (1 × 1 cm2) were placed on the scratched area and 
the group without hydrogel was considered as control. Cells’ mobility 
was monitored for 10 h. Cell proliferation can interrupt the mobility and 
migration of L929 cells, so the medium containing 0.1% FBS was used to 
overcome this problem. According to some reports, a medium contain-
ing 0.1% FBS can prevent cell proliferation and ensure that in vitro 
wound closure caused solely by cell migration [38]. Photos of cell 
scratches were taken using an inverted fluorescence microscope (IX53, 
Olympus) after removing hydrogels and media. Each group had three 
replicates. The cell mobility was calculated by the following formula: 

Cell mobility (%)=
S0 − St

S0
× 100% (4) 

S0 and St are the initial wound area and wound area after 2, 6, and 10 
h respectively. 

2.13. Animal model healing and histomorphological analysis 

A week before surgery, all male Sprague-Dawley rats with the 
average weight of 420 ± 84 g were single-housed in laboratory at 12 h 
light-dark cycle with free access to food (standard chow diets) and 
water. The animal study in this research was conducted strictly 
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following the Laboratory Animal Ethics Review Committee of Donghua 
University (DHUEC-MOST-2021-06). The operation experiment was 
carried out in a clean, germ-free environment. Briefly, following a 0.4 
mg/kg body weight chloral hydrate injection to induce anesthesia, the 
dorsal side of rats was shaved and washed after cleaning with 70% 
alcohol. Full-thickness wound with a diameter of 0.7 mm on the dorsal 
area was created and stainless-steel cylindrical rod (with weight of 200 
g) was used to transform it into burn wound. Stainless-steel cylindrical 
rod was heated in boiling water for 1 h and contacted with wound for 30 
s [39]. Infection was induced via 20 μL of E. coli and S. aureus mixture in 
PBS with 107 CFU/mL final concentration [37]. Wounds were covered 
with SSD (commercial product for burn wound treatment), and BSS, a 
group without treatment was also monitored as control, healing rate of 
all three groups were monitored over time. The wounds were photo-
graphed throughout the experiment the healing rate was calculated as 
per following equation: 

Healing rate%=
(aread0 − areadn)

aread0
× 100 (5)  

where aread0 represents the wound’s size on day 0 and areadn corre-
sponds to its size on day n. On days 6 and 12, the whole tissue around the 
wound was removed and submerged in a 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) 
solution for Histomorphological and Immunohistochemical study. The 
tissue was stained using Masson’s trichrome and hematoxylin-eosin 
(H&E) staining. Immunohistochemical staining was used to track the 
inflammatory response, where expressions of VEGF and cytokine were 
detected. Additionally, harvested tissue was stained via interleukin-6 
(IL-6, Proteintech, 66,146-1-lg) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α, 
Abcam, ab1793). Nuclei were labeled with 4, 6-diamidino-2-phenylin-
dole (DAPI) mounting medium, and the produced slides were 
observed using caseviewer software. 

2.14. Static analysis 

A paired Student’s t-test was used for statistical analysis in this study 
and the data presented in the current study are mean ± standard devi-
ation (SD). In the case of data more than two groups one-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) was employed and a p-value of ≤0.05 was considered 
significant. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Design and structural characterization of BSS 

In view of the infected burn wound requirement, a BSS containing 
bioactive substance was designed to deliver wide range of GFs and 
provide significant antibacterial activity. A hydrophobic, antibacterial, 
biodegradable BL was designed to enhance mechanical properties while 
avoiding fluid and bacterial penetration into the wounded area. 
Furthermore, no secondary dressing was used in the presence of this BL, 
which could be a promising point because removing secondary dressing 
(mainly cotton gauze) results in removal of newly formed tissue and a 
delay in healing [16]. CMCs and Alg were chosen as biocompatible, 
nontoxic fundamental materials for FL fabrication, as well as their 
ability to gradually degrade and release GFs (bioactive molecules). Prior 
to being grafted with Cat, Alg was partially oxidized. It has been widely 
reported that O-Alg with lighter molecular weight applies less pressure 
on renal clearance system [17]. Oxidation reaction of Alg was carried 
out in the presence of periodate and degree of oxidation was calculated 
via hydroxylamine hydrochloride method to be 8%. Bouhadir et al. [18] 
and Distler et al. [40] have synthesized O-Alg with sodium periodate but 
estimated its degree of oxidation via measuring the percentage of so-
dium periodate that was consumed. They reported oxidation degree to 
be ~5%, 13% and 19% (when 6.25 mmol and 9.375 mmol sodium 
periodate was used), which is in accordance with our result and slight 

variation can be explained by the difference in measuring methods. Both 
of mentioned above reports noted that the fabricated O-Alg could form 
coordinate bond with metal cations [18,40]. The linkage between C-2 
and C-3 in the uronate unit is broken by Alg oxidation, resulting in the 
formation of a dialdehyde group (Fig. 1a). This ring opening in uronate 
unit is reported to decrease the inter/intra-molecular hydrogen bonding 
[41]. Sodium alginate could dissolve gradually in water and form a 
hydrogel that was less viscous after oxidation, which was consistent with 
our observation that ring opened O-Alg has better water-solubility and 
lower viscosity than sodium alginate solution (Fig. 1b) [42]. Cat was 
grafted to O-Alg with grafting efficiency of 6 ± 1%. Intriguingly, Cat 
grafting transformed the color of O-Alg to brown solution, visually 
confirming Cat conjugation to O-Alg. Lee et al. [32] have reported that 
DHCl concentration can increase Cat conjugation efficiency; they noted 
5.5 ± 0.1% Cat conjugation efficiency to Alg with a molar ratio of 1:1, 
which is coherent with our results. To achieve this, carboxyl groups of 
Alg were activated through carbodiimide coupling chemistry (EDC/NHS 
chemistry), and then amine group of dopamine in DHCl was coupled to 
the activated carboxyl group. UV–Vis spectroscopy of O-Alg, O-AlgCat, 
and DHCl confirmed presence of the Cat in O-AlgCat backbone where no 
peak was detected in O-Alg but an obvious peak was observed at 
approximately 280 nm in UV spectra of both DHCl, and O-AlgCat, 
confirming the successful grafting of dopamine onto O-Alg (Fig. 1c) [2]. 

Elemental composition was characterized using XPS. The XPS survey 
spectrum showed the existence of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and gallium 
without impurity peaks in FL (Fig. 1d). According to C 1s XPS spectra 
presented in Figure S 1.a, the pronounced peak at 284.87 eV can be 
assigned to induced C––C bonds, while the less intensive peak at 287.76 
eV corresponds to C––O bonds. A peak observed at 285.91 eV was 
assigned to N–C bonds [43]. O 1s spectra of samples exhibit a dominant 
peak, corresponding to the binding energy of 532.75 eV (Fig. S 1. b), 
which are assigned to the oxygen groups. The shoulder at the higher 
energy (531.8 eV) is attributed to the surface hydroxyl groups (− OH). 
The -C–NH– bond and the -C-NH2 bond, respectively, are represented by 
binding energies of 398.91 eV and 399.63 eV in XPS curves (Fig. S 1. c) 
[19]. Additionally, a peak at 401.0 eV is attributed to the change in the 
electronic environment of the nitrogen atom caused by coordinate bond 
which only appeared at FL verifying coordinate bond formation (Fig. S 
1. c) [7]. XPS spectra of Ga 3 d indicated a distinguishable peak at 25.54 
eV only in FL as a result of presence of gallium as expected (Fig. S 1. d). 

The chemical structures of initial and fabricated materials in 
different stages were characterized by FTIR spectroscopy. Peaks at 2927 
cm− 1, 1025 cm− 1, and 1597 cm− 1 in Alg spectra were attributed to 
stretching vibration of C–H, C–O–C, and COO− , respectively (Fig. 1e) 
[44]. A peak observed in absorption spectrum of O-Alg at 1730 cm− 1 

was absent in Alg, which is a finger print of aldehyde group, confirming 
successful oxidation of Alg [21]. Moreover, in O-Alg, a peak at 813 cm− 1 

was weakened compared with Alg, which could be because of breakage 
of C–C of adjacent hydroxyl groups. Blue-shift in absorption of –OH at 
1297 cm− 1 to 1317 cm− 1 and its weakening indicates the oxidation of 
adjacent hydroxyl groups in O-Alg (Fig. 1e) [45]. Following catechol 
grafting to O-Alg, a series of new peaks appeared at 1618 cm− 1, 1594 
cm− 1, 1512 cm− 1, and 1468 cm− 1 ascribing to stretching vibrations of 
the aromatic ring ѵ(C–C)/ѵ(C––C) and stretching vibrations of the 
phenolic group ѵ(C–OH) at 1279 cm− 1, 1254 cm− 1 and 1239 cm− 1, 
bending vibrations of the phenolic group δ(C–OH) at 1365 cm− 1, 1184 
cm− 1, 1163 cm− 1, and 1149 cm− 1 and bending δ(C–H) at 1039 cm− 1 and 
1093 cm− 1 (Fig. 1e) [46]. 

After CMCs’ addition, two absorptions between 3400 cm− 1 and 
3500 cm− 1 appeared, corresponding to the symmetric and asymmetric 
stretching vibration of N–H in CMCs. Furthermore, imine bond’s peak 
appeared at 1645 cm− 1 confirmed Schiff-base bond (Fig. 1e) [47]. The 
amino groups in CMCs and the aldehyde groups in O-Alg formed 
Schiff-base bonds (Fig. 1a), which was confirmed visually by hydrogel 
formation (Fig. 1b) and chemically via FTIR spectral peak of 1645 cm− 1 

(Fig. 1e). 
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The PRF exhibited three main peaks as a PRF finger print at 1676 
cm− 1, 1556 cm− 1, and 1431 cm− 1, corresponding to amide I: C––O 
tensile vibrations, amide II: N–H flexural vibrations in the plane and C–N 
tensile vibrations, and amide III: C–N tensile vibrations [26]. FTIR 
spectra of FL confirmed Schiff-base bond between O-Alg and CMCs due 
to peaks at 1630 cm− 1, indicating the successful formation of Schiff-base 
and also the absence of aldehyde. Additionally, the peak referring pri-
mary amide of PRF also disappeared, indicating that PRF may also have 
Schiff-base reaction with O-Alg (Fig. 1f). Moreover, HNMR data indi-
cated two additional signals appeared roughly at 5.6 and 5.08 ppm in 
the spectra of O-Alg due to a hemiacetalic proton generated from an 
aldehyde and nearby hydroxyl groups, confirming successful oxidation 

of alginate (Fig. 1g). 

3.2. Hydrogel characterization, BSS fabrication, and adhesive property 

To fabricate bioactive BSS, O-AlgCatCMCsPRF hydrogel was printed 
on electrospun layer of PCL-Ga (BL), and the gallium nitrate solution 
was then sprayed on the FL to form coordinate bond (between O-AlgCat 
and Ga). The visual appearance of 3D printed FL indicated a fine uniform 
3D multilayer structure with brown color as an indicative of Cat pres-
ence in hydrogel, which remained unchanged when printed on BL 
(white layer) (Fig. 2a). 

The adhesiveness of the FL of BSS toward different substance was 

Fig. 1. Preparation and characterizations of O-AlgCatCMCs hydrogel. (a) Chemical structure and (b) Visual view of Alg, O-Alg, O-AlgCat and O-AlgCatCMCs, (c) UV 
absorption spectra of O-Alg, O-AlgCat and DHCl, (d) XPS survey of FL, (e) FTIR spectra of Alg, O-Alg, O-AlgCat and O-AlgCatCMCs, (f) FTIR spectra of PRF and O- 
AlgCatCMCsPRF, and (g) HNMR spectra of Alg, and O-Alg. 
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observed and the results confirmed high tendency of fabricated BSS 
toward firm adhesion to different substances such as glass, plastic, pork 
skin, and human skin without any external assistance (Fig. 2b). It was 
also detected that the adhesion is strong enough to withstand bent and 
twisted porcine skin, without any deformation or detachment observed 
(Fig. 2b). The adhesion of FL was further tested via forward moving 
human skin, which demonstrated tight adhesion to both human skin and 
BL (Movie S 1). This finding could be promising for dynamic wounds 
with high frequency movement such as elbow and knee joints because 
FL provides a stable connection between tissue and the BL. Lap-shear 
measurements with minor modifications were made to evaluate adhe-
sive behavior of synthesized O-AlgCMCs-Ga, O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, and FL 
(Fig. 2c) [7]. When O-AlgCMCs-Ga was placed in between pork skin and 
BL, adhesive strength of 3.3 kPa was observed. Cat-containing hydrogel 
showed significant increase, with 11.7 kPa and 12.2 kPa in O-Alg-
CatCMCs-Ga and FL, respectively (Fig. 2d). Additionally, the adhesive 
behavior of FL was measured when it was sandwiched between either BL 
or pork skin (Fig. S 2. a), the results demonstrated the adhesive strength 
of 14 kPa and 11 kPa, when FL was placed in between of BL and pork 
skin, respectively (Fig. S 2. b). The significantly higher adhesive strength 
(p ≤ 0.05) of FL when it was sandwiched between hydrophobic BL, 
could be explained as high affinity of catechol group for hydrogen 
bonding with hydrophobic surfaces [48]. In addition of hydrogen 
bonding, catechol interacts with different surfaces through π– π stacking, 
coordination bond, and covalent bonding with surface amines [48]. Low 
shear strengths in O-AlgCMCs-Ga could be explained by hydrogen 
bonding between polar groups (such as –CONH and –OH) in pork skin 
and hydrogels (-OH and –CHO) [21]. However, it has been reported that 
the presence of fluid in physiological conditions reduces the interfacial 
interactions between the hydrogels and moist tissue surfaces due to the 
formation of hydrogen bonds between the water molecules and the 
adhesive groups in hydrogels [8]. Higher shear strengths in O-Alg-
CatCMCs-Ga, FL could be clearly attributed to the presence of Cat group, 
which has been reported to potentially increase adhesive force and 
further strengthen adherence [49]. 

The fracture stress, Young’s modulus, and breaking elongation of FL, 
BL and BSS are summarized in Table S1. The data show that BSS had the 
highest fracture stress, elongation at break and Young’s modulus of 4.84 

MPa, 84% and 1.06 MPa, respectively. Fracture stress, elongation at 
break and Young’s modulus of the BL were slightly lower than BSS, 
which was noticeably higher than FL. 

Fig. 2e and f presents the storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) 
against frequency. The stability of O-AlgCatCMCs hydrogel with and 
without PRF was examined in relation to the cured systems’ gel prop-
erties using the rheological frequency sweep from 0.1 to 10 Hz. The 
obtained mechanical spectra demonstrated that, for both of the hydro-
gels, the storage moduli G′ are significantly greater than the loss moduli 
G″ and that G′ exhibited a stationary state in the range of 0.11 Hz, which 
are characteristics for a well-developed network [50]. Addition of PRF 
enhanced storage modulus and slightly reduced loss modulus. 

3.3. Physical properties of the hydrogels 

The microstructure of all the 3D printed hydrogels had an irregular 
porous structure, which can ensure the capability to transport nutrient 
substance and oxygen through tissue. O-AlgCMCs with single Schiff- 
based band exhibited highly porous and microfiber structure with 80 
± 3 μm pore diameter. O-AlgCMCs-Ga benefits from both Schiff-base 
bond and coordination bond; however, gallium addition influenced 
the microstructure by reducing porosity and increasing pore size to 92 
± 4 μm, which can be ascribed to the formation of egg-box model [51]. 
Alginate is partially oxidized with 8% degree of oxidation, implying that 
the remaining carboxyl group could be physically crosslinked with 
gallium. The addition of Cat to O-AlgCatCMCs further reduced the pore 
size to 67 ± 2 μm that could be due to sticky nature of Cat. Due to 
presence of PRF, which has been reported to have a fibrin matrix and 
double cross-linked structure of the Schiff-base and coordination bond, 
the pore size of the FL hydrogel was the smallest (63 ± 10.16 μm) [52]. 
It is evident that both Schiff-base and coordination bond directly 
affected the pore diameter and frequency (Fig. 3a and b). PCL electro-
spun nanofibers with and without gallium indicated a typical electro-
spun nanofiber structure with ultra-fine drop-less fibers. The PCL 
electrospun nanofibers indicated smooth fibers with 2.33 ± 0.43 μm 
diameter, whereas fiber diameter slightly increased (2.47 ± 0.5 μm) in 
hybrid PCL-Ga (FL) fibers that exhibited rough surface caused by gal-
lium addition (Fig. 3c). Element analysis result revealed that carbon and 

Fig. 2. The visual appearance and shear strength of BSS. (a) Visual images of the 3D printed FL, and functional and baking surface of BSS (Scale bar = 2 mm), (b) 
Adhesion of FL of BSS on different substitute and pig skin under twisted and bent conditions, (c) Schematic diagram of slightly modified lap-shear test on pig skin, (d) 
The strain-stress curve of the overlapping lap-shear test, (e) Rheological characterizations of the hydrogels, showing the (e) storage modulus (G′), and (f) loss modulus 
(G″) against frequency. 
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nitrogen were well distributed in both PCL and O-AlgCatCMCsPRF. In 
addition to the elements mentioned above, the uniform distribution of 
gallium was also confirmed in FL and BL. A sparing technique was used 
to distribute gallium ion on O-AlgCatCMCsPRF and uniform gallium 
distribution suggests effectiveness of spraying method which can be 
used for similar purposes (Fig. 3d). 

3.4. Antibacterial capability and mechanism 

The MIC of gallium in BL was found to be 500 μm/mL against E. coli, 
while 600 μm/mL against S. aureus. The MIC was slightly higher in FL, 
which was 800 μm/mL and 900 μm/mL against E. coli and S. aureus, 
respectively. According to Xu et al. [53] the MIC of gallium nitrate so-
lution toward E. coli and S. aureus was 256 and 512 μm/mL, respectively, 
confirming the high antibacterial activity of gallium at low concentra-
tion. The difference in MIC reported by Xu et al. [53] and our study 
could be explained in terms of different bacterial strains, experimental 
conditions, and most importantly use of gallium nitrate solution by Xu 
et al. It is worth noting that the MIC value was higher in FL in com-
parison to BL after 24 h of direct contact with bacterial strains. This fact 

could verify the presence of gallium in coordination bonds of O-Alg, 
which can be released by degradation of FL over longer time period than 
24 h, as confirmed by release profile and biodegradability rate (Fig. 4e 
and Fig. S6a). 

The exudate secretion of burned wound is reported to be higher than 
other wounds, providing an ideal environment for germs’ multiplica-
tion. This scenario gets exacerbated in infected burned wounds, where 
the amount of exudate is much higher and can easily transform into 
chronic nonhealing wound. More importantly, infection has been re-
ported to be the most common and potentially preventable obstacle to 
healing [54]. Therefore, antibacterial activity is crucial for the treatment 
of infected burned wounds. The fabrication of BSS focused both on 
killing of already presented bacteria in the wound and preventing bac-
terial penetration into wound. Thus, both FL and BL of BSS were tested 
against E. coli and S. aureus, and antibacterial mechanism was also 
investigated. The results indicated that after 24 h of direct contact with 
bacteria, PCL electrospun nanofibers had noticeable bacterial growth, 
which was significantly (p ≤ 0.001) reduced when gallium was added to 
BL (around 7 log value). The FL also showed 100% killing ratio against 
both bacterial strains due to inclusion of gallium (Fig. 4a and b). The 

Fig. 3. Microstructure of fabricated BSS and its BL and FL. (a) SEM image of different state of FL, (b) Pore size diameter of different state of FL, (c) PCL nanofibers and 
BL nanofibers and their fiber diameter, (d) Element distribution of different state of FL and BL. 
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visual image of bacterial colonies on agar plate was also presented in 
Fig. 4 b. Additionally, disk diffusion method confirmed the results of 
direct contact method, demonstrating impressive (p ≤ 0.001) antibac-
terial activity of both BL and FL (Figure S3). The 100% killing ratio of FL 
could be attributed to the presence of higher concentration of gallium in 
FL, which may not be released within 24 h in BSS and could interact with 
bacteria on wound surface (Fig. 4e). Intriguingly, slight antibacterial 
activity has been also reported for O-Alg, CMCs, and PRF, providing a 
synergistic effect with gallium and enhance antibacterial activity of FL 
[21,55]. According to reports, the Cat group in FL has a high affinity for 
bacterial cell capture, which could make it easier to catch germs and 
render them more accessible to gallium. Furthermore, gallium as a 
nontoxic antibacterial agent could easily penetrate into bacterial cells 
and destroy them (Fig. 4c) [56]. 

SEM images of bacteria displayed on the surface of FL (contain Ga) 
indicated that not only bacterial population was suppressed but also the 
bacterial cell membrane was damaged. The same result was obtained 

when bacteria were directly contacted with BL, where presence of gal-
lium led to fragile cell wall and less bacterial growth and multiplication 
(Fig. 4d and Fig. S4). It has been reported that antibacterial activity of 
gallium is based on gallium uptake by bacteria as it mimics iron. Gallium 
substituted enzymes cannot perform the functions of the corresponding 
iron-dependent enzymes, which are essential for bacterial proliferation, 
because gallium is a redox inert metal that cannot be reduced under 
physiological conditions. As a result, iron metabolism is disrupted, 
resulting in bacterial death. Iron is a crucial component for bacterial 
growth, particularly for pathogenic germs causing illnesses. More 
importantly, in aforementioned condition, it is challenging for bacteria 
to develop resistance to gallium by decreasing uptake because doing so 
would also decrease iron uptake [28]. It is worth nothing that taken 
benefit of cell affinity of Cat group, the fabricated bioactive BSS 
exhibited a great advantage over the most traditional hydrogels with 
cell-repellent behavior. 

The contact angle test was performed to examine wettability of the 

Fig. 4. Antibacterial activity and release profile of gallium from both FL and BL and GFs (VEGF and PDGF) from FL. (a) Antibacterial activity against E. coli and 
S. aureus, (b) Visual image of agar plates, (c) Schematic mechanism of bacterial capture via Cat and bacterial lysis by gallium, (d) SEM image of E. coli after 24 h direct 
contact with FL, BL, PCL nanofibers, and O-AlgCatCMCsPRF. (e) Release profile of gallium ion from FL in different pH of 5.5, 7.4 and 8.4 and BL, (f) Release profile of 
PDGF and (g) Release profile of VEGF from FL.* refers to p ≤ 0.05, ** refers to p ≤ 0.01, and *** refers to p ≤ 0.001. 
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FL and BL. Contact angle value of the PCL electrospun nanofibers and BL 
was 85◦ ± 4◦ and 97◦ ± 5◦, respectively, confirming hydrophobicity of 
the BL, avoiding liquid penetration into wounded area (Figure S5). The 
higher contact angle value of the BL in comparison to PCL nanofibers can 
be attributable to the addition of gallium ion and slight increment in 
fiber diameter and lower pore size (Fig. 3c). O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga and FL 
were hydrophilic in nature with contact angle of 30◦ ± 3◦ and 29◦ ± 4◦, 
respectively, which reflects their water absorption capacity allowing FL 
to effectively take in tissue exudates and keep the environment wet to 
promote wound healing. Addition of PRF slightly reduced the contact 
angle value that could be credited to high water solubility of PRF. 

Degradation during the wound healing process is an essential 
parameter in innovative hydrogels as SS. Degradation rates of O-Alg-
CatCMCsPRF, FL, and BSS were determined in vitro. As shown in 
Figure S6 a, O-AlgCatCMCsPRF has a single Schiff-base bond and it 
degrades completely after 7 days. However, FL with both Schiff-base and 
coordination bonds indicate lower degradation rate up to 10 days. The 
BSS was totally disintegrated after 12 days. The effect of degradation on 
adhesiveness was also studied. The result indicated that following 
degradation of FL, the adhesiveness decreased, which was not measur-
able after day 6 due to tiny size of the sample. This decrement could be 
attributed to the size reduction of FL that indicates presence of fewer Cat 
group resulting in lower adhesion (Figure S6b). 

3.5. Accumulative release of gallium, PDGF, and VEGF 

BL of BSS gradually released gallium over 10 days, while gallium 
release from FL had a pH-responsive pattern. The gallium was released 
faster in pH 5.5 than 7.4 and 8.4 (Fig. 4e). It has been widely reported 
that bacterial infection causes the pH of a wound environment to drop to 
5.5 due to lactic acid and acetic acid synthesis during anaerobic 
fermentation [57–59]. More the release of gallium in infected area, 
higher is the antibacterial activity of synthesized BSS. FL demonstrated 
the potential to function as a smart biomaterial in an infected wound by 
increasing gallium release and enhancing antibacterial activity, which 
can be ideal for infected wounds treatment. We have previously cross-
linked Alg with six metal cations (manganese, cobalt, copper, zinc, sil-
ver, and cerium) and assess their release in different pH, our results 
indicated that higher release was achieved in acidic pH (pH = 5.5) 
rather than neutral (pH = 7.4) and basic pH (pH = 8.4) [51]. We also 
conclude that Alg hydrogel behavior as well as tendency of ions to 
release at lower pH have active role in obtaining desired results [51]. 
Herein, we infer that partially oxidized Alg has the same pH-responsive 
ion release behavior as Alg. 

Fig. 4f and g depicts the release of PDGF and VEGF as bioactive 
molecules from FL of BSS, fresh PRF, and lyophilized PRF powder. Ac-
cording to the findings, the GFs release in FL was slightly (p > 0.05) 
lower than that in fresh-PRF and lyophilized-PRF powder. Sustained 
release of PDGF and VEGF was observed over time. GFs can actively 
interact with tissue and known to be essential polypeptides with high 
biological activity that have direct and noticeable effect on cell growth, 
proliferation, migration, and metabolism. All phases of the healing 
process are managed by cytokines and GFs. According to the previous 
reports, the level of GFs in chronic wounds significantly drops. Addi-
tionally, several proteases are activated in the wound bed, diabetic 
wounds, chronic wound, infected wounds, and these proteases can 
quickly break down both naturally secreted GFs and those supplied 
topically or injected [60,61]. To avoid chronic wound formation and 
secure normal healing, secretion of biologically active GFs is of prime 
importance. PDGF and VEGF are considered as two most crucial GFs in 
the wound healing process. In the wound area, PDGF stimulates the 
migration of neutrophils, monocytes, and fibroblasts by chemotaxis, 
resultantly lowering the inflammation and promoting extra cellular 
matrix (ECM) especially collagen synthesis. Neutrophils and monocytes 
exit from vessels’ walls followed by chemotaxis gradient and fight with 
infection during inflammatory stage of healing. The FL of BSS caused 

augmented release of PDGF up to 8 days, which could shorten the in-
flammatory step via accelerating the bacterial phagocytosis by neutro-
phils and macrophages. Inflammatory stage takes about 5 days [62] and 
continuous release of PDGF could stimulate fibroblast cells to synthesize 
collagen and ECM in proliferation stage of healing. 

VEGF, also known as the key factor of proliferation stage and criti-
cally important for angiogenesis, encourages the migration and prolif-
eration of endothelial cells, and development of granular tissue [60,63]. 
Proliferation starts from day 3 and could last for 2–3 weeks [62]. The FL 
of BSS releases VEGF (released from RPF) up to 10 days, which could 
encompass proliferation phase of healing. It has also been stated that 
both PDGF and VEGF promote normal wound healing and avoid chronic 
wound formation [63]. 

3.6. Hemostatic performance 

The ability of BSS to aid in clot formation was evaluated in different 
time points, by directly contacting it with blood, where a lower clotting 
rate was represented by hemoglobin (Hb) with a higher absorption 
value. The bioactive BSS proved superior in clot formation at each time 
point over O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga followed by O-AlgCatCMCs (Fig. 5a). The 
difference of clot formation rate was obvious even in the first 5 min of 
direct contact of blood with bioactive BSS, which was persistent in same 
order after 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65 min. 

Platelet activation, adhesion, and aggregation are the three main 
processes through which platelets can induce primary hemostasis and 
activate prothrombin to produce fibrin more quickly and effectively. 
Platelet adherence is an initial step of blood clotting that is crucial for 
blood coagulation. Analysis of platelet adhesion and aggregation indi-
cated that huge number of platelets adhered on the surface of FL con-
trary to O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga followed by O-AlgCatCMCs (Fig. 5b), which 
could be the possible reason of rapid clot formation by FL (Fig. 5a). 

Hemolysis results revealed that hemolysis ratio of FL (0.7%) is higher 
than O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga (0.56%) followed by O-AlgCatCMCs (0.43%) 
(Fig. 5c). The acceptable homolysis ratio is reported to be lower than 
5%, however, BSS indicated remarkably lower hemolysis around 0.7%. 
Xie et al. [21] stated that hemolysis value of AlgCMCs crosslinked 
oxidized dextran was lower than 2%, which was in line with our study 
and slight difference in values could be attributable to presence of gal-
lium and PRF in fabricated BSS. The morphological observation of RBCs 
via SEM revealed that few erythrocytes burst or had morphological 
changes, confirming the biocompatibility of synthesized BSS toward 
erythrocytes (Fig. 5d). It was also clearly observed that huge number of 
RBCs accumulated on the surface of BSS compared to O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga 
followed by O-AlgCatCMCs (Fig. 5d). It could be ascribed to the presence 
of great number of positively charged nitrogen in PRF and CMCs that are 
able to interact electrostatically with negatively charged erythrocytes. 
The addition of gallium probably had the same electrostatic effect with 
RBCs (Fig. 5e). Furthermore, PRFs have fiber structure, which can trap 
RBCs and facilitate clot formation [64]. The hemolysis value, faster 
blood clot formation, impressive platelet adhesion, and gathering higher 
number of RBCs in the presence of the bioactive BSS confirms that the 
synthesized bioactive BSS could be used as a desirable and functional 
blood contacting material, which improves hemostasis, promoting 
healing. 

Taken all the results of platelet activation, red blood cells accumu-
lation, and blood clotting together, and due to the widely reported fact 
that adhesive hydrogels could reduce bleeding because of their sticki-
ness, and facilitate faster clotting in bleeding wounds [2,7], we predict 
that BSS could outperform in wounds with hemorrhage condition. Faster 
clotting of BSS can be attributed to its adhesiveness, enabling it to 
adhere onto the hemorrhage sites and form a barrier to stop the 
bleeding, which can be promising as hemostatic material. 
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3.7. In ovo angiogenesis evaluation 

Angiogenesis is a process of creating new blood vessels from existing 
capillaries, which is crucial to inflammatory processes and repair of 
injured tissues. Angiogenesis is known as a tightly controlled biological 
process wherein endothelial cells proliferate, migrate, and form a 
tubular structure. Regeneration of blood vessels to establish vascular 
networks and deliver nutrients and oxygen to the cells at the wound site 
is one of the most crucial elements in the wound healing process [26]. 
CAM assay is widely used technique to evaluate angiogenesis potential 
of biomaterials. It has been reported that the chick immune system is not 
developed in first two week, which could be functional after almost 18 
days [25,65]. To assess the angiogenic potential of O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, 
and FL, the CAM test was carried in almost 2 weeks. The eggs treated 
with FL had more blood vessels developed in comparison to control and 
O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga (Fig. 5g). The presence of PRF expedited blood vessel 
creation and boosted angiogenesis potential as evidenced by the pres-
ence of more blood vessels surrounding FL than control and O-Alg-
CatCMCs-Ga. The enhanced angiogenesis potential of FL could be 
attributed to the release of growth factors, and the ECM-like scaffold 
structure. 

VEGF is a strong bioactive angiogenic growth factor and one of the 
most significant growth factors present in PRF to bring on the endo-
thelial mitogenic response. Additionally, it has been demonstrated that 
the fibrin matrix interacts with fibroblasts and epithelial cells and en-
hances angiogenesis [66]. On the other hand, prior studies have shown 
that high hydrophilic biomaterials can induce blood coagulation, ECM 
protein absorption, as well as the expression of several genes involved in 
angiogenesis. According to Ziebart et al. [67], highly hydrophilic sur-
faces can promote the development of undifferentiated endothelial 
progenitor cells, which in turn can lead to production of pro-angiogenic 
substances including VEGF-A, eNOS, and iNOS. Hence, the increased 
hydrophilicity of these scaffolds may be another factor influencing the 

rise of angiogenesis potential in FL and O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga. 
Masson’s trichrome staining was employed to accomplish CAM’s 

histological investigation. As seen in Fig. 5 g, the egg treated with FL 
contain bioactive agent had larger CAM and denser, thicker collagen 
bundles when compared to egg treated with O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga and 
control. Moreover, compared to the control, the thickness of CAM in the 
FL treated group was substantially higher. It has been reported that in-
crease in CAM thickness shows that fibroblasts are being stimulated and 
activated, which increases the production of collagen [23]. 

3.8. In vitro cytocompatibility and cell migration 

Cytocompatibility is an essential parameter for wound healing. On 
the first day of culture, no significant differences between the cell 
viability of O-AlgCatCMCs, O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga, and BSS were noticed. 
Compared with the O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga and O-AlgCatCMCs, the BSS had 
notable proliferative trend over five days (p ≤ 0.01), indicating the 
satisfactory cytocompatibility of BSS. Notably, both O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga 
and O-AlgCatCMCs were nontoxic for L929 cells’ growth and prolifer-
ation, as the number of cells increased over time. Interestingly, cell 
number on the surface of O-AlgCatCMCs was lower than that of O-Alg-
CatCMCs-Ga. It can be attributed to slower degradation of O-Alg-
CatCMCs-Ga, which takes benefit of both Schiff-base and coordination 
bond. However, faster degradation of O-AlgCatCMCs with single Schiff- 
base bond in culture media not only could negatively affect cell adhesion 
and proliferation, but also disturb nutrient availability for cells. As 
obvious in Fig. 6 a, at day 1, 3, and 5 of culture, most of the cells in the 
experimental and control groups expressed green fluorescence with fair 
distribution, with few dead cells. It was observed that when number of 
cells increased, dead cells also followed the same trend but significantly 
lower in number, which can be due to scarcity of nutrients and space. 
The CCK-8 result was in line with fluorescent staining Fig. 6 b. Our re-
sults demonstrated higher proliferation rate of L929 fibroblast cells in 

Fig. 5. (A) Blood clotting rate, (b) SEM images of platelets, yellow arrows indicate activated platelets (c) Hemolytic ratio, (d) SEM images of RBCs, (e) Clot formation 
mechanism in the presence of BSS, (f) Visual image of the angiogenic potential determined by CAM test and (g) Masson’s trichrome-stained histological pictures of 
CAMs associated with control, O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga and FL. 
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presence of biologically active BSS, which could be ascribed to the 
release of PDGF. Mirhaj et al. [66] have reported that PDGF had direct 
and notable effect on fibroblast proliferation and migration, which was 
coinciding our observation (Fig. 6). 

It has been demonstrated that enhanced cell migration promotes 
wound healing [68]. The scratch assay is used to assess the migration 
capability of L929 cells. The images and quantitative findings from this 
experiment were analyzed after 2, 6, and 10 h. Cell mobility was 
significantly higher in cell contacted with BSS containing PRF and after 
10 h (p ≤ 0.05), with uniform distribution of cells (Fig. 6c). Compared 

with the BSS containing PRF, cells incubated with O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga 
showed slower cell mobility, followed by control. This trend persisted 
after 2, 6, and 10 h (Fig. 6d). 

Several studies proved that bioactive PRF could positively affect cell 
growth, proliferation, migration, and differentiation of various cell lines. 
This property of PRF was accredited to the strong mitogen PDGF 
released [66]. 

PRF mainly consists platelets surrounded by strong fibrin filaments, 
various growth factors such as PDGF, IGF, TGF-β, and VEGF, and 
optimal amounts of thrombin [69]. The above-mentioned GFs promote 

Fig. 6. In vitro cytocompatibility, and migration, capability of the BSS compared to O-AlgCatCMCs-Ga and control. (a) Live/Dead staining of L929 cells coculturing 
with the hydrogels for 1, 3, and 5 days, (Scale bar = 100 μm). (b) Proliferation of L929 cells with the hydrogels for 1, 3, and 5 days examined via CCK-8. (c) Scratch 
assay of BSS cells with the hydrogels for 2, 6 and 10 h, (Scale bar = 100 μm). (d) Quantitative analysis of the wound healing rates of L929 cells analyzed using scratch 
assay. *p ≤ 0.05, **p ≤ 0.01. 
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cell growth and proliferation and it has been reported that PRF not only 
contains GFs but also could trigger their secretion. A chemotactic effect 
occurs by GFs in PRF, which is the main reason of cell migration. Be-
sides, thrombin promotes the migration of endothelial cells and fibro-
blasts, ultimately enhancing angiogenesis. 

3.9. In vivo infected burn wound healing 

Round-shaped, infected burned wounds with 0.7 mm diameter were 
created on dorsal region of male SD rats and treated differently with 
commercial SSD, BSS, and an untreated wound was also considered as a 
control. Photographs of these three groups on day 0, 6, and 12 were 
depicted in Fig. 7 a, indicating gradual reduction in wound size over 
time in all mice. Redness, swelling, and infection occurred around the 
untreated and the SSD-covered groups on day 6. Infection in both con-
trol and SSD-treated wounds had smell, though it was more visible as 
yellow-brown pus in control group due to lack of any treatment 
coverage. In contrast, the wounds treated with the bioactive BSS showed 
little redness, swelling, and no obvious signs of infection was observed, 
which was credited to the excellent antibacterial property and anti- 
infectious ability of the BSS. All above-mentioned observations 
demonstrated that the inflammatory period of the bioactive BSS-treated 
group was shorter than both control and SSD-treated group which re-
sults in faster wound closure (Fig. 7b). Additionally, wound closure 
traces were statistically analyzed and presented in Fig. 7 c. The BSS- 
treated wound had a significantly smaller wound area on day 6 (with 
closer rate of 60 ± 3%) than the control (with closer rate of 36 ± 5%) 
and SSD groups (with closer rate of 31 ± 4%). On day 12, the wound 
area of each group decreased significantly with healing rate of 58 ± 4, 
and 67 ± 5, for control and SSD, respectively, but the bioactive BSS- 
treated wound exhibited faster rate of healing, which was almost 
closed with some hair coverage. The control and SSD-covered wound 
were monitored till complete healing, which was 18 and 20 days for SSD 
and control group, respectively (Fig. 7d). Cotton gauze was used as a 
secondary dressing for SSD-covered wound to keep the wound area 
warm as well as fixing SSD in wound area. The wounds extensively 
secreted exudate, which was absorbed by cotton gauze and made it stick 
to wound area, although it was removed slowly for wound observation, 
but it caused tissue removal and pain. The natural healing time of the 

control group was around 20 days, and the BSS shortened the healing 
period of the burn wounds in mice to 12 days. 

The results demonstrated that the bioactive BSS outperformed the 
SSD in accelerating wound closure even after 6 days, which could be 
attributed to its bilayer structure, avoiding bacterial penetration, no 
need of secondary dressing, and antibacterial activity of BSS that fights 
against environmental bacteria. Additionally, the impressive antibac-
terial activity of FL also destroyed bacteria already present in infected 
burn wound and bacterial debris and wound fluid could be efficiently 
absorbed by BSS or phagocytosed by neutrophils. More importantly, 
faster healing was granted by PRF release over time which was proven to 
promote angiogenesis, cell proliferation, and migration due to release of 
PDGF and VEGF (Fig. 4 f and g) [66]. 

3.10. Histological analysis of regenerative skin tissue 

Histological analysis of regenerating skin tissue was performed to 
assess the therapeutic efficacy of the BSS for the treatment of infected 
wounds during the healing process (Fig. 8). According to the findings of 
H&E staining on day 6 after treatment, each group’s epidermal (EP) 
structures displayed clear defects. Granulation tissue (G.T.) was 
observed in all groups and because of infection, the inflammatory cells 
(I⋅C) infiltration was more pronounced in the G.T. and adjacent EP re-
gions in control and SSD groups. There were fewer I⋅C in the wound that 
was covered with BSS because of its outstanding antibacterial activity, 
which kills the bacteria and stops the inflammatory reactions (Fig. 8a). 
Yet, inflammation persisted in SSD-treated and control up to day 12. 
Additionally, neovascularization (N⋅V) was observed in wound covered 
by BSS at day 6 which increased significantly by day 12 indicating 
quicker skin tissue repair throughout that period compared to other 
groups (Fig. 8a). Resultantly, it can be concluded that the wound treated 
with bioactive BSS has already passed the inflammatory phase. It can 
also be possible that the ideal hemostatic property of BSS precedes the 
onset of inflammatory phase, followed by strong antibacterial activity 
and reduced inflammatory cells. Furthermore, bacteria in the wound are 
the primary cause of inflammation. They can be killed by antibacterial 
agents or trapped by neutrophils, subsequently macrophage M1 stops 
secreting interleukin (IL) and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) (proin-
flammatory cytokines) and turns to M2 macrophage, which plays an 

Fig. 7. In vivo infected burned wound healing studies of the BSS, commercial SSD and control (without treatment), (a) Visual photograph of the wound over 12 days, 
(b) Representative images of wound tissues and the area traces of wound closure treated with the BSS, commercial SSD and control on days 0, 6, and 12, (c) 
Quantitative analysis of mean healing rate in different groups for 0, 6, and 12 days, (d) Complete wound closure times for various treatments, *p ≤ 0.05. 
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Fig. 8. Histological analysis of regenerative skin tissue, stained with (a) H&E and (b) Masson at day 6 and 12. Scale bare = 200 and 50 μm. G.T: Granular Tissue, EP: 
epidermal layer, NV: Neovascularization, L.C.T: Loose Connective Tissue, C⋅C.T: Compact Connective Tissue, S.G: Sebaceous Gland, Kra: Keratin layer and H. Sh: 
Hair Shaft. 
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important role in the remodeling of wound [70]. PRF has been shown to 
have anti-inflammatory properties. Due to release of TGFβ, PFR may 
reduce the expression of the M1 marker genes, interleukin 1β (IL1β), and 
interleukin 6 (IL6). Subsequently, PRF could assist in M1 to M2 transi-
tion [71]. This process was completed in BSS-covered wound. Whereas, 
ongoing inflammation was seen in control and SSD group, where more 
neutrophils exiting the blood vessels, fighting bacteria, and no M1 to M2 
macrophage conversion (Fig. 8a). 

On day 12 of the treatment, each group developed an EP layer and 
dermal (D) structure. The reconstruction of functional skin had started 
in the bioactive BSS-treated group, with distinct epithelial and normal- 
tissue-like structure observed. In contrast, the control group was still in 
the phase of epithelial regeneration with slight inflammatory cells and 
the SSD group was in the transition period between these two phases. 
Compared with the control and SSD groups, the reconstituted epithe-
lium of the BSS-treated group was the thinnest. The process of reepi-
thelization refers to transformation from an immature thicker 
epithelium to a mature thinner epithelium [72]. This result indicated 
that the re-epithelialization of the BSS-treated group was the fastest. The 
bioactive BSS-treated group exhibited a highest number of newly formed 
blood vessels (Fig. 8a). The findings revealed that the BSS promoted the 
proliferation and migration of keratinocytes, promoted epidermal 
remodeling, and accelerated the wound healing process. 

Masson staining results demonstrated that collagen fibrils were 
deposited in the cutaneous tissues in control and BSS-treated group, but 
the collagen density was notably low in SSD treated and control group at 
day 6 (Fig. 8b). It has been reported that loose connective tissue (L.C.T) 
is related to low density collagen fibers and compact connective tissue 
(C⋅C.T) forms when high collagen density is synthesized [71]. L.C.T was 
observed in control and SSD-treated group with low collagen density. 
However, the BSS-treated group had both L.C.T and C⋅C.T at day 6, 
which turned to C⋅C.T at day 12. A complete epidermis structure with 
keratinized layer (Kra) was formed together with sebaceous glands (S. 
G.), hair Shaft (H.Sh) and blood vessels on day 12, where the wound was 
treated with BSS. Additionally, the regenerated skins were almost intact 
with numerous hair follicles in the healing region and well-arranged 
collagen deposition with dense and aligned fibers was also observed 
indicating that BSS could promote skin regeneration. Contrarily, 
collagen depositions were incompact in both control and commercial 
SSD-treated group (Fig. 8b). 

The faster and higher density collagen production in bioactive BSS- 
treated group could be attributed to presence of PRF. PRF is reported 
to directly affect fibroblasts via PDGF release and moderately increase 
the expression of collagen type 1 [71]. 

3.11. Proinflammatory cytokines expression in regenerative skin tissue 

Following tissue damage, a cascade of skin cell lysis is reported to be 
activated, where tissue-resident macrophages and damaged keratino-
cytes secrete TNF and IL-6. IL-6 is a soluble mediator with a pleiotropic 
effect on inflammation, immune response, and hematopoiesis [73]. 
Bacterial infection can augment IL-6 secretion, which can be used as 
molecular marker for infection [7]. TNF is a pro-inflammatory cytokine 
released by macrophages in response to the microbial lipopolysaccha-
ride [74]. Inflammatory responses during the early stages of healing are 
linked to common proinflammatory cytokines including IL-6 and TNF-α 
[75]. Inflammation reactions persist as a result of bacterial infection by 
inhibiting M1 to M2 conversion of macrophages. According to reports, 
the middle and later phases of inflammation occur during usual wound 
healing process on day 6 [76]. The immunofluorescence staining dis-
closed that the control and SSD-treated group experienced a strong in-
flammatory reaction, whereas the BSS treated group displayed reduced 
levels of IL-6 and TNF-α expression (Fig. 9a). This outcome confirmed 
that BSS can effectively reduce inflammation. The substantial hemo-
stasis and significant antibacterial activity of BSS, which shortens both 
hemostasis and inflammatory phases, can be credited for lower IL-6 and 

TNF-α level in BSS treated group. Moreover, bioactive BSS not only 
sealed the wound due to catechol group but also prevented germy entry 
in wound with its BL, accelerating the healing process. 

The BSS-covered wound had lower inflammation, which was 
confirmed visually by reduced redness, swelling (Fig. 7a), and lower 
secretion of IL and TNF at molecular level confirmed by immunofluo-
rescence staining (Fig. 9a). 

3.12. Neovascularization analysis of regenerative skin tissue 

Considering the fact that burned wounds lose more blood than other 
types of wounds, neovascularization is an essential aspect of burned 
wound healing. Neovascularization is promoted by faster dermal 
regeneration and tissue formation, which can be detected in vivo using 
VEGF as an indicator. On day 6 and 12, the highest VEGF expression was 
found in the tissue harvested from wound treated with BSS Fig. 9c and d. 
Immunofluorescence staining for CD-31 (vascular endothelial-specific 
marker) was employed to assess neovascularization. As shown in 
Fig. 9b and d, the expression level of CD-31 in the BSS-treated group on 
day 6 and 12 was significantly (p ≤ 0.01) higher than in the other 
groups. The results demonstrated that the BSS had better pro- 
vascularization ability due to the release of PRF, which has been 
proven to induce angiogenesis [77]. The potential of better 
pro-vascularization formation makes BSS more favorable to promote the 
three-dimensional assembly of vascular networks, provide nutrition for 
epithelial regeneration, accelerate the process of re-epithelialization, 
and significantly improve wound healing. In comparison to SSD dres-
sing, a commonly used commercial burn dressing, the BSS significantly 
accelerated wound closure, promoted skin structure reconstruction, 
prevented wound infection, encouraged the regeneration of blood ves-
sels, and had better therapeutic efficacy on infected burn wounds. 

4. Conclusion 

Herein, we proposed that the fabricated BSS, which contains bio-
logically active agent, could be used as an efficient treatment for 
infected burned wounds without the need of secondary coverage. 
Bioactive BSS is composed of BL and FL, where BL is hydrophobic, 
antibacterial and biodegradable, avoiding fluid entry into the wounded 
area and preventing bacterial invasion by killing them. FL was also 
formed via double cross linking of Schiff-base and reversible coordina-
tion of O-Alg-Ga to achieve desirable biodegradability. FL contained 
catechol group for better adhesion, PRF that can actively interact with 
blood cells etc., as a source of GFs, and gallium ion responsible for its 
antibacterial activity. The fabricated bioactive BSS demonstrated strong 
adhesion, significant bactericidal activity (by rupturing bacterial cell 
wall), faster clot formation, good cytocompatibility, and biodegrad-
ability. Additionally, the gallium could be released in pH-responsive 
manner which is promising for infected wounds treatment. The thera-
peutic efficacy of the as-synthesized BSS on infected burn wound healing 
was evaluated by in vivo infected burn rat models. Bioactive BSS 
exhibited a shorter healing time and a more complete skin structure with 
thinner epithelium and more hair follicles, as well as lower expression of 
proinflammatory cytokines, higher expression of VEGF, better angio-
genesis and collagen deposition than commercial SSD. Furthermore, 
strong adhesiveness makes the fabricated bioactive BSS suitable for 
dynamic wounds with high frequency movement. 

All these findings demonstrated that the multifunctional BSS had 
ideal therapeutic efficacy on infected burned wound healing and can be 
a promising candidate for infected burn wound treatment. 
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